Fellowship Focus
of the Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Elkhart
February, 2022

Our Month of Sunday Services
“Widening the Circle”

10:00 AM

February 6
(Zoom) “Public Schools in Crisis: Book Bannings and Legislative Actions”
Plans are to have a local high school librarian tell us about book banning and the impact on students if
Indiana legislators decide more and more what can and cannot be taught in public schools.
The entire “loose plate” collection will go to the UUFE Sustainability Fund.
February 13
(Zoom) “13 Social Miracles”
UUFE President Carl Rust will be our speaker on this day.
The “loose plate” collection will be equally shared with the Center for Healing and Hope.
February 20
(Zoom) “The Eight Principles of Unitarian Universalism”
Member Ken Clayborn will discuss the underlying principles of being a Unitarian Universalist, including
the new Eighth Principle: “We, the member congregations of the Unitarian Universalist Association,
covenant to affirm and promote: journeying toward spiritual wholeness by working to build a diverse
multicultural Beloved Community by our actions that accountably dismantle racism and other oppressions
in ourselves and our institutions.”
The “loose plate” collection will be shared again equally with the Center for Healing and Hope.
February 27
(Zoom) “Destinations Unknown”
After we first meet (via Zoom) at UUFE, the Worship Arts Committee will lead us in exploring how
another UU congregation conducts its Sunday services. They aren’t telling where we will be going!
The “loose plate” collection will be equally shared with the Elkhart County Humane Society.
Zoom Links
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Tidbits
• Yoga Sessions will be continuing Thursday evenings with instructor Kristen Smith-Meyers even if
they must be via Zoom! Please feel free to login on Thursday from 6 - 7 PM at https://us02web.
zoom.us/j/84727426526?
• Third Wednesday Worship Service will be on February 16. Rev. Rick Hoyt-McDaniels will be
speaking on “Liberal Religions” as part of the Religious Professionals Task Force of the Unitarian
Universalist Multiracial Unity Action Council. To get Zoom information, please send your name,
email address, and congregation (if any) to richard3point@gmail.com.
• “And Then They Came for Us” will be shown via ZOOM webinar on Friday, February 18,
7-7:51. This film, about the internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II, is part of the
IU Cinema Series and will have discussion afterward with the producer Abby Ginzberg and subject
Satsuki Ina. Register to attend at https://cinema.indiana.edu/upcoming-films/screening/
2022-spring-program-friday-february-18-700pm.
• Michiana Regional Seed Swap will be Saturday, Februart 19 at 10 am. to 2:30 p.m., at the
Goshen College Church-Chapel. Join fellow gardeners, growers and plant enthusiasts at this free
event to gather and exchange seeds, compare and discuss varieties, attend educational sessions and
more. Participants are not required to bring seeds to the event, but if you save seeds please bring
them along! Learn more at goshen.edu/merrylea/seedswap.
• UU Feasters will be Wednesday, February 23, at Michael’s, 528 Harrison St., Elkhart. RSVP to
Mary Adams by Monday, February 21st at createnjoy@yahoo.com so that group reservations can
be made by the Monday preceding the luncheon.
• BUUMS (the Brotherhood of UU Men’s Society) will meet again 3:30PM March 20 at El Camino
Real on CR6 in Elkhart.
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A Message from our UUFE Board President
Dear UUFE folks:
We have had our share of surprises and unforeseen circumstances lately at UUFE. We lost our minister,
Amy DeBeck, at the end of December which came as a surprise to a lot of us. Susie Meeks-Wade resigned
as president shortly after and I took over as president. We are working on finding a President-Elect for
the remainder of this church year, as well as other issues.
We are now engaged in the process of trying to figure out where we want to go next. Small groups
are forming now to discuss where we are and where we want to go. Please let us know your meeting time
and day preference here: https://forms.gle/C8nXwY6Ppv8hou9u8
As most of you know, we depend on your pledges and donations to keep the fellowship viable. We
are missing out on in-person offerings, rentals, and other incomes. I encourage you to pledge a monthly
amount if you haven’t already done so. If you currently pledge, could you consider increasing your pledge?
You can also send a one time donation. You can send donations to the church or you can use our square
account to do so online.
We are moving forward with some preparations for repairing the parking lot. There are a number of
trees that need to be removed either by the city or by us for a variety of reasons. It is my commitment
to replace any trees that are cut down with multiple plantings and any landscaping that is done will be
with native plants. The city has the ability to take trees in the public access area at any time.
If you have a chalice lighting or other reading you would like to have included in our services, call
or email me to set up a time to meet at church. Of course, you can record them on your own device
(landscape please) and send me a link.
Let’s celebrate this first issue of the Focus. Thanks to Judy Darnel for agreeing to edit and send it
out.
In Peace, Carl Rust

News from the UUFE Board of Trustees
When Judy Darnel asked me to write a short
submission for the new “Fellowship Focus”, I was
a bit stymied. Not for a lack of something to say
but because there is so much going on I wasn’t sure
where to start.
First, I want to thank Judy, the Board, and the
Communications Committee for resurrecting our
“Fellowship Focus”. We look forward to seeing the
newsletter again. From the financial perspective we
are doing well thanks to everyone staying current
with their pledges. As we move forward through the
Stewardship Pledge Drive, which should be completed by the end of March, we will have a better
idea how well we may be able to support an interim
ministry or perhaps a part-time minister.

this discussion, via zoom, as possible. These meetings will require at least two separate sessions. For
those who are not able to join on Zoom the Board
will make accommodations for telephone interviews
or email exchanges as necessary.
These meetings are made doubly difficult since
the contacts need to be made remotely due to the
current COVID situation. One of the most disappointing and difficult parts is the fact that we can’t
see one another face-to-face in large groups. I’m
sure everyone wishes we were able to get together.
It appears every time we think we have turned a
corner in our effort to get back to “in person” activities we get a new COVID surprise.
∼Ken Clayborn, UUFE Treasurer

The Board is in the process of hosting “small
group meetings” to help evaluate your thoughts and
Small Groups Signup
ideas about our future together. When you get the
Google Scheduling Form asking you to indicate a And here is the link again. Click on it to see the
time that would work for you to join a “small group form.
meeting” please fill that out and submit it. We hope
to have as many members and friends join us for
https://forms.gle/C8nXwY6Ppv8hou9u8
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Editor’s Soapbox - A Time to ReFocus
Much has happened since the last Fellowship Focus was published. Some of it wonderful, some of it
mind boggling. It can take take time to evaluate our surroundings, but it is necessary. We might look
at not just our environmental space, but also our emotional and spiritual surroundings. Who are we?
Where do we want to go? How are we equipped to reach this destination? What other resources do we
need? What guidance?
But we are not alone as we ask these questions, we are a community. As we come together, however
and whenever we can, we will find answers to several of our questions. As we communicate with each
other, we learn about each other and ourselves. We can learn about who we are as individuals and as a
community.
As we identify our individual and common aspirations and our common ground, we can turn that
ground into a springboard for growth. Growth as individuals. Growth as a community and congregation.
Growth as a Church. And an essential element in this process is clear and efficient communication. It
is this reason-reestablishing effective communication among all parts of our congregation-that I accepted
the sacred responsibility of reviving the Focus, and make sure that each member and friend has access
to the activities occurring within our church.
But, I cannot fulfill this responsibility without you. Please notify me with your news about the
committees that you are on, news about changes in your life and that of your family, social events that
are open to members of the church, as well as events and concerns in the wider community that would
be of interest to our members. I will be sure to use your submissions to keep our lines of communication
working so that, together, we can grow. As individuals, as a congregation, as a Church.
∼Judy Darnel
‘‘The

Church with a Bathtub”

Many of us have heard of the church with a bathtub, meaning the original church building from 1962
to 1988. Very few of us today saw it or were in it. Below are photographs of a scale model of the building,
using floor plans for the 1988-1990 expansion. Remember: – all of this was in what is now our sanctuary!

Looking from the north

Looking from above

Looking from the east

In the photograph labeled ‘Looking from above’, what is now the “front” of the sanctuary is on the left. The
room on the left was called the ‘living room’, having stairs down to the basement (in the north basement, that
space became closets), and a door leading to the restrooms. Going left-to-right along the bottom was a very small
restroom, the main restroom with a bathtub, and a tiny (two-person only!) kitchen. The intent was that if the
Fellowship did not survive, the building could be easily converted into a home.
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Pledge Drive Soon!
The Stewardship Committee is reminding members and friends it’s that time of year again to renew their
Annual Pledge to support the financial necessities of our congregation. Committee members William Becker
(Chair), Carolyn Andersohn, Chad Crabtree, T. J. Shaum, and Laura Snow are hoping to meet the first week in
February to put together the launch of the new pledge campaign for the operation of the UUFE 2022-2023 fiscal
period. Plan on hearing from them soon.

Volunteers of the Month
Volunteer of the Month recognizes someone who has worked above and beyond, does things extraordinary
for UUFE. This month, with all that has been going on at UUFE with COVID, Zoom, Amy’s resignation and
changes that are coming, we want to recognize all of the members and friends of UUFE for your patience, your
willingness to “hang in there”, your support of each other and those who are working through this time. This
IS an extraordinary time for UUFE and your willingness to remain involved, positive and present is commended
and applauded. UUFE is lucky to have each and every one of you!
∼Pam Wycliff

Some UUFE Members and Friends of Members, 4 July 2014

Denominational Affairs
Dismantling White Supremacy Culture Resource of the Month
Rev. Phil Lund, Congregational Life Consultant
As a spiritual director, I believe that almost any meaningful activity we pursue in this life can be approached
as a spiritual practice, including dismantling white supremacy culture and building an anti-racist identity. Which
is why I was thrilled to run across Been in the Struggle: Pursuing an Antiracist Spirituality, by Regina Shands
Stoltzfus and Tobin Miller Shearer. According to the publisher, “Been in the Struggle nurtures, challenges, and
fosters the work and witness of dismantling racism for the long haul.”
For a taste of what the authors mean by “antiracist spirituality,” check out “Five Ways to Dismantle Racism
Through Spirituality,” an opinion piece recently published in Diverse: Issues in Higher Education. According
to Shands [Regina] Stoltzfus and [Tobin] Shearer, “As a Black woman and a white man our work has crossed
racial lines for more than three decades, and we’ve found there are concrete steps to dismantling racism through
spirituality.”
1. Build community. Substantive change has always come about through communities of resistance that foster
more than just bodies and minds by putting spirituality at the center.
2. Accept the discipline of accountability. Framing the principle of accountability in a spiritual manner... calls
all people to build the relationships and networks to hold the ego in check.
3. Walk deeper into rather than away from racial identity. An anti-racist spirituality... calls for deeper
engagement with racial identities in all the complexity.
4. Do the work with joy. Antiracism work devoid of joy does not last. It dissipates all too quickly.
5. Recognize the sacred in the midst of struggle. An authentic spirituality ties belief to action, accepts
limitation, and sparks the imagination.
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News from our Hard Working Committees
Committee Spotlight: The Membership Committee
Committee Chair, Annette Long and members Joan
Clayborn, Mike Darnel, and Shari Mellin have had a
busy year. In June and July, they contacted members and friends to verify contact information for the
updated directory as well as to maintain contact with
members. In addition to the printed copy, a new online
version, which is updated regularly, is available. Going
beyond the traditional sending of Christmas greetings
to members and friends, a new and well-received project
has been to send birthday greetings as well. When
the COVID crisis seemed to be lessening in early fall
2021, the committee also considered organizing small
group dinners, a progressive dinner, and a white elephant Christmas party.

Worship and Arts
The Worship and Arts Committee is chaired by Oxana Werbiansky who reports that they are diligently
working to find a variety of enriching services for our
Sunday mornings. The services they are organizing for
this month are listed on the first page.

supplement the materials in the ziplock bags. This way,
when children attend in-person services, a designated
adult can accompany the children to another room to
read, craft, and play during the service.
After a very well-received Stuffie Sleepover, the
Committee has since become inactive.

Parking Lot Task Force
Progress is being made with plans to repair the existing parking lot. Our friend Ray Enfield, who is an
architect, has been hired to do the “up front” planning work. We are well on the way to having a viable
plan. Meetings will be scheduled once all the estimates
are available to further define the project and seek congregational approval before we spend any Endowment
money on this improvement. Stay tuned for updates as
they become available. I’m hoping that we can post a
series of official prints in the gathering place and have
Members drop in and look at the plans prior to the
meetings.
∼Ken Clayborn
Endowment

In spite of our being closed for services and other
activities, the Building and Grounds Committee members, chaired first jointly by Mike Darnel and TJ Shaum
and now by Dwight Fish, have been active around the
church making sure that the lawns were mowed and
other routine maintenance was completed. In addition,
they installed new flooring in the north basement, repainted the basement hallway and the back stairway,
and replaced a sink and cabinet.

On
1/24/2022
endowment
holdings
were
$639,529.77. Each of the last two years $20,000 from
the endowment were used for UUFE operations. 5% of
endowment can likely be used indefinitely. The board
is looking at using up to $200,000 on a parking lot
project. The people that have contributed to the endowment would support using [the] fund to be sure we
continue as a liberal religious community. To spend the
money from the endowment we need to have a 2/3 vote
of a proper fellowship meeting.
∼Jim Barnes

Lifespan Religious Education

Social Justice

The Lifespan Religious Education Committee had
a brief flurry of activity beginning in November of last
year. With Judy Darnel as chair, they hosted the 2020
mitten tree and Christmas gift collection for clients from
several area agencies. Monthly meetings began in January 2021 and resulted in discussions of ways for adult
groups to be held online. Attempts were later made for
small group meetings, but these were short lived. There
was a review of the collection of children’s story books,
resulting in a plan to provide RE activities on Sundays
when children come to church. The result is two boxes of
ziplock bags, each containing a story book, materials for
appropriate crafts for other activities, and a suggested
script. A craft box was also filled with materials to

Although the Social Justice Committee has not met
during the pandemic, its members have been active.
Members of the Committee staffed a voter registration
table on Sundays during Summer and early Fall of 2020.
The Little Library box was turned into a street-side
pantry for our neighbors shortly after the pandemic began. Committee members volunteered to make sure
the pantry was filled at least once a day. Last summer a larger pantry box was installed alongside the library box, allowing the lending library to return and Social Justice Committee members to carry out our commitment to helping our neighbors in need. Proceeds
from the 2021 Mitten Tree were donated to the Elkhart
Women’s Shelter.

Buildings and Grounds
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CUUPS!
The CUUPs group, Heart of the Circle Pagans, has
been on hiatus, following the guidelines from the UUA,
UUFE, and the CDC. When COVID numbers drop so
that gatherings can happen, we will schedule Sabbat
rituals once again, most likely starting with fall celebrations. For the past few years, Heart of the Circle
Pagans has not hosted Midsummer or Lughnasadh rituals. Summertime is Pagan festival season when we
attend festivals elsewhere in the state. We have also
taken “field trips” to Pagan shops in other cities and
towns.
Our big activity for 2021 was painting and updating
the Heart of the Circle Pagans’ room downstairs, with
Lorna Lane doing much of the work herself. Randy Demerly and Laura Snow assisted when possible. Thank-
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you, Lorna! Our small but mighty group, has plans
to expand activities beyond hosting rituals. When the
Heart of the Circle Pagans can again meet in person, we
will be implementing our schedule of quarterly events
such as educational workshops, book discussions, and
more.
Finally, Heart of the Circle Pagans lost two of its
founding members during this COVID time: David
Stokely and Doris Stickel. They were some of the original members of CUUPs National when the group was
first formed back in 1987. While neither attended rituals regularly, they were instrumental in helping UUFE’s
CUUPs group form. To that end, many thanks, David
and Doris. Hail and Farewell!
∼Laura Snow
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And inClosing...
We close with this beautiful reading found by Pam Wycliff:
Our many different paths come together in this special place,
graced by the history of our free religious heritage.
Let us be mindful of forces deep within
which call us to become more than we are.
May this hour bring rest and renewal, comfort and challenge.
May we be reminded here of our highest aspirations,
and inspired to bring our gifts of love and service to the altar of humanity.
May we know once again that we are not isolated beings,
but that we are connected - in mystery and miracle to the universe, to this community, and to each other.
From “Leading Congregations in Worship -A Guide”

Yearning for spring!!
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